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What determines what we do next?
1. Scientific Curiosity

– New types of object are discovered and we want to find out what they are and how they work
– Investigating anything leads to more questions
– New theories are invented and we need to test them.

2. Technical Capability
– We keep thinking of ways of making better instruments
– Other fields (e.g. communications, electronics, computing) make advances and we see ways of exploiting those.

3. Resources
– People.  Will not make progress unless many people devote themselves to solving problems, writing code, etc.
– Money.  Have to be able to buy lots of stuff, pay the electricity bills and of course pay the people.



Some Big Scientific Challenges
• How did the universe begin and how is it evolving?

– Very earliest moments:  test the idea of inflation  CMB + pulsars
– Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization very high z  HI
– Large scale structure and its evolution  surveys & intensity maps
– Formation of galaxies         imaging high-z dust and gas

• How do stars and planetary systems develop and is life unique to our planet?
– Interstellar clouds and star formation   dust and molecules
– Discs around young stars, planets   high angular resolution
– SETI       more sensitive searches, new ideas for identification?

• How can we explore and understand the extremes of the universe?
– Generation of relativistic jets    extreme resolution:  VLBI
– Accretion onto black-holes     mm-wave VLBI:  EHT
– Merging super-massive black-holes     pulsar timing
– Physics of neutron stars and their magnetospheres   pulsars





Planck Map of the Cosmic Microwave Background   Temperature Differences are ~0.001K peak to peak



Angular Power Spectrum of the CMB FluctuationsThis shows the history of the acoustic modes 



Polarization in the CMB
• Planck result on the temperature fluctuations is more or less definitive: little point to try improving it.
• Next level is to detect and measure the polarization.
• Planck did a lot of work on this and showed that the main effect – the “E-modes” – fits the standard model. Not yet able to see the “B-modes”.



Planck maps of the polarized power, P, and two linear components Q and U:  7 frequency bandsThese have to be separated into CMB and foregrounds





South Pole Telescope and BiCEP



E and B modesE due to scattering but B should only come from effect of gravity waves from inflation.Claimed detectionturned out to be dust in our galaxy.



Limits on the Angular Power Spectrum of the B-modes (2014)



So the hunt for B-modes goes on



The Dark Ages  Between Recombination and Reionization



Dark Ages
• Universe starts out very hot and fully ionized –protons and electrons – but cools as it expands and eventually recombines when temperature gets down to ~ 4000K which happens after about 400,000 years.
• Between t ~ 4x105yrs (z ~ 1000) and t ~ 5x108yrs (z ~ 10) the universe is made almost entirely of neutral gas – atomic hydrogen and helium.  
• First generation of stars and/or AGNs reionizes the gas.  Initially in local holes and eventually everywhere.
• Optical observations show that this process is complete by z ~ 6  (t ~ 109yrs).



Artists Impression!

• Challenge is to find out what really happened! 
• Observing the 1420MHz line of HI is the only direct tool that we have.
• At z = 6 this will be at ~200MHz at z = 20 it is ~70MHz



A more detailed model of reionization –Slices in one direction versus frequency



Murchison Wide-field Array

• Low frequencies.  Use “real” antennas not dishes.
• Combine signals from 16 of these – a “tile”.
• MWA is in operation with 128 tiles.  Expanding to 256.



HERA (project just getting started)

• An array of simple fixed 18m dishes in South Africa



Prototype under construction for testing at Cambridge – others in US and South Africa



LEDA under construction in New Mexico



Prototype for SKA1-Low in Australia

• “Log-periodic” antennas working from ~50-400MHz.
• Plan for ~130,000 of these!
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Large-Scale Structure in the Universe 
• Controlled by Dark Matter but observable because of the matter in it.
• Rate of expansionof universe controlledby “Dark Energy”
• By observing structureat different times (i.e. different redshift, z) wecan learn about natureof Dark Energy.
• N.B. This is a simulation!



Intensity Mapping - 1
• Measure 21cm HI emission but don’t try to detect the individual galaxies.  Just look at fluctuations in signal as function of direction and frequency.
• Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment - CHIME



Intensity Mapping - 2
• Look for the red-shifted CII emission at 1900GHz which is known to be strong in star-forming galaxies.
• Possibly also the CO lines at 115, 230, 345GHz.
• TIME-Pilot.  (Caltech led with ASAIAA, perhaps for JCMT)



Based on Z-Spec
• A quasi-optical spectrometer withbolometric detectors



Example of a high-z galaxy seen with Z-Spec



Large Surveys
• Better to detect the galaxies if we can.  We need redshifts to get the three-dimensional structure.
• SKA1 will be able to do this for lower redshifts z~0.3(?) but we will need SKA2 to do it for earlier times.
• For high redshifts we can find galaxies which have a lot of warm dust – the ones which are forming stars – much more easily in the mm/submm.
• Although ALMA can do this for small regions it would be much more efficient to use a large single-dish telescope with a big array of bolometer detectors.
• A 50m diameter has same collecting area as ~18 ALMA 12m dishes and bolometers can be several times more sensitive than the ALMA heterodyne receivers.  Each pixel can therefore be more sensitive than ALMA and we can have 1000s of pixels.



50m concept – Kawabe et al.



Digression into Array Detectors
• Bolometer Arrays
• Aperture Arrays
• Phased-Array Feeds: PAFs
• Wid(ish) fields on Synthesis Arrays.  



Bolometers
• Herterodyne receivers derive from the radio tradition and measure the electric field.
• Bolometers derive from the Infra-Red heritage and measure only the heat.
• Absorber plus thermometer operating at 0.3K or even less
• Originally we had only single detectors.
• SCUBA (~1996) was the first bolometer array on JCMT, with 130 detectors in total

Det



SCUBA(-one) cryostat on JCMT



SCUBA-2
• Fully integrated devices so that a real camera is possible.
• Thermometer is a TES –Transition Edge Sensor.
• Two bands 850 and 450 microns (350 & 650GHz) ~10,000 pixels in all. 
• In operation since 2011.
• Picture shows detector array with three sectors in place each 32x40. 



SCUBA-2 cryostat:  0.05K, 3.4 tonnes!



Key point is the Large Field of View and Sensitivity



Kinetic Inductance Detectors 
• Rely on a different superconducting effect to see minute temperature rise due to e.g. 10-17W input
• Now starting operation on 30m and APEX



Heterodyne Arrays
• Can be built, but only make sense if each pixel has close to the sensitivity as the best single-pixel detectors
• HARP on JCMT has 16 pixels at ~345GHz.  



HARP detectors
• Not an integratedtechnology! 
• We have to build a complete system – IF, backend, etc – to go with every pixel.
• Integrated Arrays of ~100 are in prospect.
• Will Need 100 correlators!



Aperture Arrays
• If we want really large fields of view then we can make a phased array out of individual antennas.  Summing the signals (digitally) with different phase gives multiple beams (maybe 1000s) pointing in different directions.



Focal Plane Arrays
• In an “aperture array” we throw away the reflector completely.  We can also put something similar at the focus of a dish to give us a large field of view.  
• This is called a “Phased Array Feed”, PAF.  This one is at CSIRO in Australia and produces 36 beams at once.



PAFs are used on ASKAP
• Australian SKA Precursor. 
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Some Future Radio Astronomy Projects
Coming Soon

– FAST
– SKA precursors:  ASKAP, MeerKAT, HERA…
– Enhanced VLBI projects – EHT…
– Mm-telescopes NOEMA, ALMA upgrades…
– Next generation of CMB instruments  “Stage 3”, “Stage 4”..
– SKA-1  - see later today

Under Discussion
– Qitai 110m
– SKA2
– ngVLA
– Large mm/submm dishes
– THz dishes, e.g in Antarctic



Further in the Future
• New concepts – e.g. “crowd sourcing”.  What is the total collecting area of all the worlds TV satellite dishes? 
• Space solves problems of:

– Ionospheric phase disturbances at low frequencies 
– Atmospheric emission, absorption and phase errors at high frequencies
– Gravity – reflecting surface only needs to be a few times the skin depth thick:  microns
– Only snag it cost and effort

• Back of the Moon
– Gets rid of the interference as well.
– Some gravity.  Even more cost!



Resources
• Current World GDP ~ $8x1013 /yr ($104 /person) 
• “Rich” countries   ~ $5x1013 /yr (65%!)
• Spend on “research” ~ $5x1011 /yr (~1%)
• Spend on astronomy ~ $5x109 /yr (~1% only!)
• This is >> $105 /astronomer  (IAU has ~12,000 members)
• Spend on radio astron ~ $1x109 /yr ? (~20%)
• Cost of ALMA ~ $1x109 (over ~ 10 years) 
• Fraction of spend for construction of new projects ??
• Perhaps $1x108 for medium projects, 1 per year, and $1x108 for big projects, i.e. 1 per decade.  = 20%.
• If medium projects operate for 10yr and big ones for 20 this implies ~ $3x108 /yr of new operations costs/decade. 



Other Problems
• Computing – end of Moore’s law
• Power consumption, especially to do all the computing.
• Will eventually move away from Silicon.  Perhaps to some form of biological computing?
• For a really long term outlook see:  Last and First Men by Olaf Stapledon (1930)


